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Approximating the Equations on the Sphere



Spherical Coordinate System



Nonhydrostatic Deep Momentum Equations

• r is the distance to the center of the earth
• All Coriolis terms retained
• All metric terms retained

Material derivative is:



Conservation Relations for NDE

Axial angular momentum

Ertel potential vorticity

Total energy per unit mass



Hydrostatic Primitive Equations

• hydrostatic approximation
• z replaces r as the vertical coordinate
• a replaces r as the distance to the center of the earth
• cosφ  Coriolis terms neglected
• only two of six metric terms retained

Material derivative is:



Conservation Relations for HPE

Axial angular momentum

Total energy per unit mass

Potential vorticity



Neglect of cosφ  Coriolis terms

• Required to obtain consistent conservation
relations in the primitive equations.

• “Subject of quiet controversy in meteorology and
oceanography for many years.” (White, et al.,
2005)
• Not important according to linearized adiabatic

analyses.
• Various scaling analyses suggest they may nevertheless

be non-negligible, particularly in the tropics.



Simple Argument for Including the cosφ
Coriolis Terms

• Their neglect introduces a false variation of
the Coriolis force with latitude.

• There is no spatial dependence in the
Coriolis force.
• Coriolis force on velocity vector u is identical

at the pole and the equator.
• Compare the position and velocity dependence
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Generalizing the Boussinesq
Approximation to Stratified

Compressible Flow

Joseph Velentin Boussinesq (1842-1929)



The Approximation of
Incompressiblity

• Assume fluid is incompressible (density is
independent of pressure)
• Adiabatic flow
• Neglect diffusion of heat through sides of a fluid parcel



Boussinesq Continuity Relation
• Having made the incompressibility approximation

• Mass continuity

• Reduces to volume conservation



The Boussinesq System
(inviscid, adiabatic)

• P: pressure potential
• b: buoyancy
• N 2: Brunt Vaisala frequency

P is computed from a diagnostic, elliptic PDE
Acoustic waves are eliminated



Defining b, P and N: Incompressible Fluids

• Split ρ into a vertically varying component and the
remainder

• Define

• Then



Defining b, P and N: Incompressible Fluids
• Split p like ρ such that the vertically varying components are in

hydrostatic balance.  Without approximation

• Define

• Then the approximate momentum equation is



Boussinesq Approximation for
Compressible Fluids - I

• Assume ideal gas, adiabatic flow
• Thermodynamic equation is

• Also note



Boussinesq Approximation for
Compressible Fluids - II

• Split θ into a vertically varying component and the remainder

• Define

• Then



Boussinesq Approximation for
Compressible Fluids - III

• Split π like θ such that the vertically varying components are in
hydrostatic balance.  Without approximation

• Define

• Then the approximate momentum equation is



Boussinesq Approximation for
Compressible Fluids - IV

• We have not assumed

• So reducing mass continuity

• to

• is crude.



Anelastic Models - I

• For stratified compressible flow replace the non-
divergence condition with the anelastic continuity
equation



Anelastic Models - II
• Reference profile is adiabatic

• Ogura and Phillips (1962)
• Energy conservative

• Reference profile is best match for actual
environment
• Wilhelmson and Ogura (1972)

• Not energy conservative
• Lipps and Hemler (1982)

• Approximate momentum equations & recover conservation
• Bannon (1996)

• Approximate thermodynamic equation & recover conservation



Pseudo-Incompressible Approximation

• Define pseudo-density ρ* and enforce mass
conservation with respect to ρ* (Durran,1989)

• Sound waves are eliminated if ρ* = f(entropy,x,t)
• For perfect gases, choose

• If the flow is isentropic, changes in p have no influence
on ρ*

          (ρ* behaves as if the fluid were incompressible)



Alternate Form

• Can use the thermodynamic equation to eliminate
dθ/dt

• Q is heating rate per unit mass
• May be combined with the unapproximated

momentum and thermodynamic equations to yield
an energy conservative system.



Lagrangian Energy Relations - 1

• Suppose the deviations of the thermodynamic
variables from their reference state values are
small

• KE equation becomes



Lagrangian Energy Relations - 2
• Potential energy gz and anelastic enthalpy

            (cpπθ = cpT = cvT+p/ρ)

• Elastic internal energy



Fundamental Anelastic
Approximation

• Elastic energy is either negligible or in
equilibrium

• Thus

• Identical to the pseudo-incompressible
continuity equation!



Other Anelastic Systems

• Continuity equation is
• Need

• Energy conservation is achieved by
• Using an isentropic reference state
• Changing other governing equations to eliminate the

term in red from the KE equation forcing.



Comparing Sound-Proof Systems

TERRY DAVIES, ANDREW STANIFORTH, NIGELWOOD and JOHN
THUBURN: Validity of anelastic and other equation sets as inferred from normal-
mode analysis. Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. (2003), 129, 2761–2775



Energy Redistribution

• Modal structure (isothermal atmosphere)

• Change relative magnitudes of u,v,w,θ,π.

• Produced by errors in the frequency.



Dispersion Relations,  f = 0

• Approximate compressible

• Pseudo-incompressible



When are the errors large?

• For long horizontal and vertical wavelengths

• For T = 250 K isothermal atmosphere



Normal Mode Analysis - 1



Normal Mode Analysis - 2



Normal Mode Analysis - 3



Generalized Pseudo-Incompressible
System

Compute the reference state using a coarse resolution
hydrostatic model (e.g., a global PE model)

For scaling analysis, break the reference pressure into
a horizontally uniform part and the remainder.

Durran, JFM, 2008; Arakawa and Konor, MWR, 2008



Generalized Pseudo-Incompressible System
(f-plane case)



Conditions for the validity of the generalized
pseudo-incompressible system

• Mesoscale: Mach number less than 1.
• Synoptic scale: Mach number less than the Rossby

number (just satisfied),
• Global scale: not satisified

• Mesoscale: not satisifed
• Synoptic and global scales: hydrostatic reference

pressure perturbations dominate pseudo-
incompressible contribution (easily satisfied)



Eulerian Energy Conservation - 1

• Fully nonlinear
• Define the mechanical energy per unit mass



Eulerian Energy Conservation - 2

Pseudo-incompressible

Fully compressible



Pseudo-Incompressible Ertel PV



Elliptic Pressure Equation

• Time derivative term is diagnostic
• Constant may be added to π’ to ensure exact

domain-averaged energy conservation
• Actual solution via projection method



Conclusions - 1

• The nonhydrostatic deep equations are an
attractive improvement to the hydrostatic
primitive equations
• Nonhydrostatic
• More faithful conservation of axial angular

momentum and PV.
• Full Coriolis force



Conclusions - 2
• Acoustic waves may be filtered by enforcing

mass conservation with respect to a pseudo-
density of the form ρ* = f(entropy,x,t)

• If the motion is isentropic, the pseudo-density
behaves as if the fluid were incompressible.
• At constant entropy, ρ* is independent of pressure
• “Isentropic incompressibility”



Conclusions - 3

• Attractive energy conservation properties and
accuracy when

• Possible foundation for global “anelastic”
modeling.
• Reference-state thermodynamic fields computed by

coarse resolution PE model.
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Relation to Pseudo-Height Coordinates - 1
• Transform continuity equation to new vertical

coordinate ζ

• Let ζ be pseudo-height (Hoskins and Bretherton
1972)



Relation to Pseudo-Height Coordinates - 2

• Continuity becomes

• But ρθ = f(p), so

Just the continuity equation in a hydrostatic pressure coordinate.


